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Metasurface zone plate for light manipulation
in vectorial regime
Gwanho Yoon 1, Jaehyuck Jang2, Jungho Mun 2, Ki Tae Nam 3 & Junsuk Rho 1,2,4*

Fresnel zone plates consisting of multiple concentric rings have been realized by tailoring

amplitude, phase and polarization of light, but conventional Fresnel zone plates require totally

different materials to control each property reducing light controllability. Here, a metasurface

zone plate in which rings are composed of subwavelength antenna arrays is proposed to

individually control amplitude, phase and polarization by the consistent material platform of

metasurfaces. Hence, versatile degrees of freedom can be achieved to focus electromagnetic

waves. We verify that dielectric metasurfaces can generate arbitrary poloarization states to

cover the whole Poincaré sphere in the visible regime, allowing light manipulation in the

vectorial regime, which is not feasible by a conventional single liquid crystal film. Experi-

mental demonstration of a polarization-modulated metasurface zone plate confirms the

functional capability of dielectric metasurfaces exhibiting higher focusing efficiency than

amplitude-modulated zone plates.
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A Fresnel zone plate (FZP) is a diffractive lens that consists
of a series of concentric, alternating opaque and trans-
parent rings1. Conventional refractive lenses generate a

quadratic wavefront to focus transmitted light on a focal point,
but the FZP induces constructive interference of transmitted light
at its focal point by modulating light at particular positions of
the rings. FZPs have many applications in the visible such as
subwavelength imaging2, achromatic focusing3,4, fluorescence
microscopy5,6, optical lithography7, and gunsight technology8.
Furthermore, FZPs can operate in a particular wavelength range
where refractive systems fail. For example, the FZP is the indis-
pensable focusing element in X-ray optics because most materials
have near-unity refractive indices in X-ray regime9. In addition to
electromagnetic (EM) waves, FZPs can also focus other waves
such as acoustic waves10 and Broglie matter waves11.

FZPs have been realized by tailoring wave properties such as
amplitude, phase, and polarization, but conventional FZPs
require totally different materials to control each property, which
reduces degrees of freedom (DOF) in a functional multiplicity.
Typical amplitude FZPs require opaque material to block the
incident light and achieve constructive interference at the focal
point. Phase FZPs require transparent materials to adjust phase
delay at each position12. Due to the additional phase shift,
transmitted light from the phase-shift region can constructively
interfere with transmitted light from the bare region, increasing
the focusing efficiency depending on the amount of the phase
shift. Polarization FZPs use anisotropic materials such as liquid
crystals (LCs) to manipulate polarization13,14. Light rays of
orthogonal polarizations do not interfere with each other;
therefore, the focusing efficiency of polarization FZPs becomes
double of amplitude FZPs by converting incident polarization to
its orthogonal state. However, arbitrary polarization generation is
not feasible by a single layer of the conventional LC film dis-
turbing perfect vectorial modulation.

Metasurfaces that are composed of subwavelength antenna
arrays can be promising functional elements to replace conven-
tional thin film-based rings of the FZP for the functional multi-
plicity. Subwavelength antennas develop strong EM resonances,
so the transmission amplitude, phase, and polarization can be
modulated by adjusting the shape and arrangement of anten-
nas15–20, exhibiting many applications such as lenses21–24, holo-
grams25–30, polarizers17,31,32, beam splitters33, optical isolators34,
and color filters35. In this article, we designate FZPs in which thin
film-based rings are replaced with metasurfaces as metasurface
zone plates (MZPs) to distinguish them from conventional thin
film-based FZPs. Amplitude MZPs have been demonstrated
verifying the functional improvement. For example, achromatic
focusing was achieved by tailoring transmission spectra of
antennas36,37. Anisotropic antennas in which transmittance var-
ies with polarization direction have controllable focal points by
polarizations38,39. Although reported MZPs have been realized by
the amplitude control only, they show a potential advance over
conventional FZPs.

Here, we develop MZPs that can individually control the
amplitude, phase, and polarization of light by the same material
platform of metasurfaces for the functional multiplicity. Arbitrary
polarization control by metasurfaces is investigated to verify the
capability of MZPs because full-range amplitude and phase
modulations have been already demonstrated by other reported
works40–42. We confirm that dielectric metasurfaces can generate
arbitrary polarization states to cover the whole Poincaré sphere in
the visible allowing light manipulation in vectorial regime, which
is not feasible by the conventional single LC film. Experimental
demonstration of a polarization MZP verifies the polarization
controllability of dielectric metasurfaces. To account for the
polarization effect, interference conditions at the focal point are

analyzed in vectorial regime to relate functions of metasurfaces to
the focusing efficiency, and ideally, the polarization MZP is
expected to have twice the efficiency of amplitude FZPs. High
cross-polarization and low co-polarization transmittances
are required for the polarization MZP at a target wavelength λ=
635 nm. The transmission requirement can be satisfied by
dielectric nanorods because they can induce strong magnetic
dipole resonances that are 180° out of phase by two linearly
polarized light incidence. The MZP is composed of hydrogenated
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), and the FZP is fabricated using
chromium (Cr) thin film to compare focusing and imaging
characteristics. The MZP is designed by the same formula of the
FZP. The MZP benefits from ~1.5 times higher focusing efficiency
as well as ~2.3 times higher imaging contrast than the FZP. Since
metasurface-based rings of MZPs can provide more DOF to fit
one’s demand compared with simple thin film-based rings, which
limit the functionality of FZPs, MZPs can find applications of
multifunctional light-focusing devices replacing conventional thin
film-based FZPs.

Results
Focusing characteristics of MZP. FZPs consist of several thin
film-based rings (Fig. 1a), whereas MZPs are composed of
nanostructured rings, which allow individual control of ampli-
tude, phase and polarization (Fig. 1b). The focusing character-
istics of MZPs are investigated using vectorial analysis of
transmitted light (Fig. 2a). Typical FZPs can be divided into two
regions of opaque rings and transparent rings. The nth ring has
an outer radius of43

rn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nλd f þ nλd

4

� �s
; ð1Þ

where n is an integer, λd is a design wavelength, and f is a focal
length. In this work, the maximum integer N= 46, λd= 635 nm,
and f= 2 mm are used for both the FZP and MZP. At the focal
point, transmitted light from neighbored rings has π-phase dif-
ference, so constructive interference can be achieved by blocking

Fig. 1 Schematics of Fresnel zone plates (FZPs) and metasurface zone
plates (MZPs). a The FZP controls wave properties such as transmission
amplitude to focus light. By blocking transmission at particular positions,
constructive interference occurs at the focal point. b The MZP has
functional elements of metasurfaces instead of opaque rings for the
vectorial modulation. Since the metasurface can individually control
transmission amplitude, phase, and polarization, the MZP provides more
degrees of freedom for the functional multiplicity than the FZP. σi represent
arbitrary Jones vectors, A and φ are arbitrary amplitude and phase,
respectively.
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either odd-numbered or even-numbered rings. The Babinet’s
principle states that the interchange of the two regions does not
affect the focusing properties44. The MZP also has two regions
(1 and 2) in which boundaries coincide with the FZP. The outer
radius of the nth ring of the MZP is also expressed by Eq. 1. For
the two regions, two-dimensional complex amplitudes Ψ1 and Ψ2

right after the MZP can be described as

Ψ1 ¼ E1e
iφ1P1; ð2Þ

Ψ2 ¼ E2e
iφ2P2; ð3Þ

where Ei are electric field amplitudes, φi are phases, and Pi are
normalized arbitrary Jones vectors of transmitted waves from
each region. Boldface texts represent vector quantities. Therefore,
the complex amplitude Ψf at the focal point becomes

Ψf ¼ E1e
iφ1P1 þ E2e

i φ2þπð ÞP2; ð4Þ
accounting for the additional π phase shift in neighbored rings
(Eq. 1). The intensity at the focal point can be represented as

Ψf

��� ���2¼ E2
1 þ E2

2 � 2E1E2Re ei φ1�φ2ð ÞhP1;P2i
n o

; ð5Þ
where Re{·} denotes a real part of a complex value, and the
intensity at the focal point is strongly related to the focusing
efficiency.

Amplitude MZPs modulate transmission amplitude, while
transmission phase and polarization from two regions remain
constant. The intensity at the focal point is described as

Ψf

��� ���2¼ E1 � E2ð Þ2; ð6Þ
because the complex values in Eq. 5 become unity. Therefore, the
focusing efficiency increases as the transmission amplitude

difference increases (Fig. 2b). Normalization of the amplitude
of the incident wave yields the maximum intensity of 1 when one
region is perfectly opaque, and the other region is transparent.

Phase MZPs modulate the transmission phase of two regions
maintaining constant transmission amplitude and polarization.
The intensity at the focal point is

Ψf

��� ���2¼ 2� 2cosðφ1 � φ2Þ; ð7Þ
with the normalization of incident field. Depending on the
phase difference, the intensity varies from 0 to 4, which is much
higher than in the amplitude MZP (Fig. 2c). The intensity is
maximized when the phase difference becomes π.

Polarization MZPs modulate transmission polarization, while
the amplitude and phase remain constant. The intensity at the
focal point becomes

Ψf

��� ���2¼ 2� 2Re hP1;P2if g; ð8Þ
with the normalized incident field. Re{<P1, P2>} represents
similarity of the two polarization states. Since the Jones vectors
are normalized to have unity magnitude, −1 ≤ Re{<P1, P2>}≤1
(Fig. 2d). It is worth noting that negative values of this term are
just positive counterparts with π phase shift. Therefore, if the
phase-shift effect is eliminated, 0 ≤ Re{<P1, P2>} ≤ 1. When Re{ <
P1,P2 > }= 0, the two polarizations are orthogonal to each other,
and the intensity at the focal point becomes 2, which is twice the
intensity of amplitude FZPs.

Design of polarization MZP. To realize the MZP that operates in
orthogonal polarization mode, metasurface rings of the MZP
should have high cross-polarization and zero co-polarization
transmittance. Dielectric building blocks can satisfy this condition
because incident optical waves induce strong electric and mag-
netic resonances inside dielectric antennas. Since the polarization
conversion efficiency can be drastically increased by tailoring the
resonance conditions23, the dielectric metasurface is suitable for
the polarization MZP. The a-Si:H nanorods are exploited to
realize the MZP that satisfies the orthogonality condition. Pure
amorphous silicon has a high refractive index, but suffers from
considerable optical loss in visible wavelengths45. The extinction
coefficient of crystalline silicon is low enough in the visible, but it
is not feasible to deposit crystalline silicon on a glass substrate due
to lattice constant mismatch. In contrast, the a-Si:H can be easily
deposited on a glass substrate by plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition. The extinction coefficient of the a-Si:H is as low
as that of crystalline silicon because the hydrogen atoms in a-Si:H
reduce the defect density of the pure amorphous silicon46 (Sup-
plementary Fig. 1). Therefore, the intrinsic optical loss can be
minimized in strong electric or magnetic resonances induced
inside a-Si:H antennas.

Rigorously coupled wave analysis demonstrates that a-Si:H
antennas can closely approach the orthogonality condition at λ=
635 nm. Linearly polarized light is normally incident from
the glass substrate to the a-Si:H antenna (Fig. 3a), and two
polarization directions each yields a transmission coefficient. The
transmission coefficients of linearly polarized light can be used to
derive the transmission response of circularly polarized light
(Fig. 3b, c). When a left-handed circularly polarized light is
incident on the antenna, the Jones vector of transmitted wave can
be expressed as47

TL þ TS

2

1

i

� �
þ TL � TS

2
ei2α

1

�i

� �
; ð9Þ

where TL and TS represent complex transmission coefficients
along the long and short axis of the antenna, respectively, and α is

r
r

r

x

y z

Fig. 2 Vectorial analysis of light focusing by metasurface zone plates
(MZPs). a Cross section of the MZP that has the same ring radii rn as the
Fresnel zone plate. Black arrows: incident plane waves into the MZP; blue
arrows: transmitted waves through the region 1; red arrows: transmitted
waves through the region 2; Ei: electric field amplitudes; φi: phases;
Pi: normalized arbitrary Jones vectors; f: a focal length. Boldface texts
represent vector quantities, and dashed lines are guides. The complex
vectorial amplitude Ψf at the focal point varies depending on the
transmission condition from each region. b–d Focal spot intensity variation
by (b) amplitude, (c) phase and (d) polarization modulation. ΔE= E1 − E2:
amplitude difference; Δφ= φ1− φ2: phase difference. Transmitted
amplitudes from both regions are normalized to unity for the phase
modulation and polarization modulation cases.
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the antenna rotation angle along the z-axis. The first term
indicates the co-polarization component, while the second term
represents the cross-polarization component. The polarization
state of the transmitted wave can be represented on the Poincaré
sphere as a point with a certain longitude 2θ and latitude 2ε
(Fig. 3d). To cover the whole surface of the sphere, θ and ε should
have ranges of 0° ≤ θ ≤ 180° and −45° ≤ ε ≤ 45°, respectively. The
polarization ellipse orientation θ is determined by relative phase
difference of the two circular-polarization components. Since the
relative phase difference can be controlled by adjusting α
(Eq. 9), the requirement of θ can be satisfied. The axis ratio ε
of the polarization ellipse can be expressed as

ε ¼ cot�1 ELCP þ ERCP
ELCP � ERCP

� �
; ð10Þ

where ELCP and ERCP represent the amplitude of left-handed
circular-polarization and right-handed circular-polarization
components, respectively. The calculation results show that
dielectric nanostructures can achieve nearly the required range of
−45° ≤ ε ≤ 45° by adjusting the length and width with the fixed
height of 330 nm and pitch of 300 nm (Fig. 3e). Therefore,
transmitted polarization states from our metasurface cover the
whole surface of the Poincaré sphere allowing arbitrary
polarization control, and thereby MZPs can provide more DOF
than conventional polarization FZPs based on LCs. The

polarization conversion efficiency is the modulus square of the
second term in Eq. (9), and the optimized structure achieves both
high cross-polarization and near-zero co-polarization transmit-
tances (Fig. 3f).

The electric and magnetic fields around the optimized antenna
are analyzed to identify the origin of the high polarization
conversion efficiency. When x-polarized light is incident to the
antenna, a very strong magnetic dipole resonance appears along
the y-axis inside the antenna (Fig. 4a). In the case of y-polarized
light incidence, a magnetic dipole resonance is still dominant
along the x-axis (Fig. 4b). Therefore, transmission characteristics
of the antenna can be related to the magnetic dipole resonance
properties. Multipole expansion analysis from the electric and
magnetic fields is also performed to achieve more quantitative
analysis on the magnetic dipole resonances48. For both x- and y-
polarized light incidence, the scattering cross-section coefficient
of the magnetic dipole resonance is larger than the sum of the
other three major resonances of the electric dipole, electric
quadrupole and magnetic quadrupole at λ= 635 nm (Fig. 4c, d).
This result coincides with the appearance of the electric and
magnetic field distributions around the antenna. Furthermore, the
magnetic dipole resonances induced by each polarization have
~π-phase difference at λ= 635 nm. It means that the antenna acts
as a half-wave plate removing the co-polarization transmission
(Eq. 9).
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Fig. 3 Simulation of the polarization states that can be achieved by dielectric metasurfaces. a Unit cell configuration of the hydrogenated amorphous
silicon (a-Si:H) rectangular antenna in which length L= 190 nm; width W= 100 nm; height H= 330 nm; pitch P= 300 nm. α is the antenna rotation
angle. b, c Calculated transmittances of co-polarization and cross-polarization components, respectively. Length varies from 100 to 250 nm, and
corresponding width varies from 50 to 200 nm. Calculated values are normalized to the incident field. d The Poincaré sphere that represents an arbitrary
polarization state as a point Q on the surface. To cover the whole surface, longitude 2θ and latitude 2ε of the point should have ranges of 0°≤ 2θ≤ 360°
and −90°≤ 2ε≤ 90°, respectively. Red circles and lines indicate schematics of polarization ellipses at each position. e Calculation of ε by using the
normalized amplitudes of transmitted left-handed circular-polarization (ELCP) and right-handed circular-polarization (ERCP) components. Red dots represent
calculated transmission amplitude plots from b and c. White dashed curves indicate transmittance contours to guide the eye. f Calculated co-polarization
and cross-polarization transmittance of the unit structure in which length is 190 nm and width is 100 nm. The dashed line indicates a location of λ=
635 nm. The co-polarization transmittance is suppressed as almost zero, while the high cross-polarization transmittance is achieved at λ= 635 nm.
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Experimental demonstration of polarization MZP. The fabri-
cated MZP demonstrates ~1.5 times higher focusing efficiency
than the conventional FZP. The FZP is fabricated using a
100-nm-thick Cr thin film to compare the focusing efficiencies
(Fig. 5a, b). They have the same configuration except that the
MZP has the dielectric metasurface rings (Fig. 5c–e), whereas the
FZP consists of Cr rings. Transmission and focusing character-
istics are evaluated by illuminating them with circularly polarized
light of λ= 635 nm (Supplementary Fig. 2a). The FZP looks like a
reversed optical micrograph at z= 0 mm due to zero transmis-
sion through the Cr thin film (Fig. 5f). When the analyzer rotates
by 90°, all images disappear because transmitted light from the
FZP is blocked by the analyzer (Fig. 5g). The MZP looks the same
as the FZP without the analyzer rotation (Fig. 5h). Dark rings are
caused by polarization conversion from the metasurface. In
contrast to the FZP, images still appear in the MZP when the
analyzer is rotated by 90°. The reversed image contrast confirms
the polarization conversion by the metasurface (Fig. 5i). Without
the analyzer, all images from the MZP look like a superposition of
the co-polarization and cross-polarization images (Fig. 5j). Con-
structive interference by transmitted light occurs at the focal
length of z= 2 mm for both the FZP and MZP (Fig. 5k–o). The
focusing efficiency can be calculated as the ratio of the measured
optical power of the focal spot to the total incident optical power.

The experimentally measured focusing efficiencies are 10% for the
FZP and 14.6% for the MZP, which consists of 10% co-
polarization and 4.6% cross-polarization powers. The experi-
mental polarization conversion efficiency of the metasurface is
46%, which is lower than the theoretical value of 67% due to
suboptimal fabrication of the MZP.

The focal spot of the MZP has the same size, but ~1.5 times
higher intensity than that of the FZP (Fig. 6a, b). Since the
analyzer is removed from the optical setup, the focal spot
intensity should be proportional to the focusing efficiency
(Supplementary Fig. 2b). The full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of the focal spot of the FZP can be calculated as43

FWHM ¼ Δr; ð11Þ
where Δr represents the width of the outermost zone. When Δr is
much smaller than the total radius of the FZP, the FWHM can be
described as

FWHM � λd f
2rN

¼ λd f
2

Nλd f þ Nλd
4

� �� ��1
2

� 2:6 μm; ð12Þ

which agrees well with the measured value of ~2.8 μm for both
the MZP and FZP (Fig. 6c).

The MZP captures higher image contrast than the FZP does
(Fig. 6d–f). A typical negative-type 1951 United States Air Force

Fig. 4 Electromagnetic responses of the unit structure. a, b Magnetic field amplitude distributions under a x-polarized light incidence and b y-polarized
light incidence. Black arrows: electric field magnitude and direction. White lines: boundaries of the unit structure to guide eyes. All field intensities are
normalized to the incident field amplitude. Due to rotational electric fields, we can estimate that the magnetic dipole resonance is dominant for both
polarizations. c, d Calculated scattering cross-section coefficients (Csca) by the multipole expansion analysis under c x-polarized light incidence and
d y-polarized light incidence. Each colored line represent the coefficient of the electric dipole (blue), magnetic dipole (black), electric quadrupole
(green) and magnetic quadrupole (magenta) resonance modes. Red lines: phase of magnetic dipole modes; black dashed lines: location of λ= 635 nm.
All coefficients are normalized to the maximum value of the magnetic dipole resonance under x-polarization incidence. In both cases, the magnetic
dipole resonance is dominant at λ= 635 nm with ~π-phase difference, so the structure acts as a half-wave plate that yields the perfect polarization
conversion.
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resolution test chart is used as the imaging target (Supplementary
Fig. 2c). We define the image contrast as

C ¼ IH � IL
IL

����
����; ð13Þ

where IH is the highest intensity of the image, and IL is the lowest
intensity. The FZP has C= 111 whereas the MZP has C= 254,
which is ~2.3 times higher than that of the FZP.

Discussion
The major advantage of the MZP over conventional metalenses is
a high DOF to design multifunctional devices. Since metalenses
are full of structures with fixed rotation angles to focus light, the
number of controllable parameters for the multifunctional
operation is limited resulting trade-offs. In contrast, the MZP still
has several extra parameters such as structure rotation and
interpolation that can be adjusted without functional degradation.
In this work, all structures of the MZP have the same orientation
to match the focal length of co-polarization and cross-
polarization. If the orientation of each structure is adjusted, the
cross-polarization function can be further controlled, while the
co-polarization function is maintained. For example, transmitted
cross-polarized light can have different focal lengths, propagate

without focusing, and even generate holograms. Additional
structure interpolation can also allow flexible designs, especially
to correct chromatic aberration. The interpolation of well-
designed structures can realize achromatic light focusing by
compensating diffractive dispersion.

In conclusion, we propose the concept of the MZP that
replaces thin film-based rings of the FZP with functional elements
of metasurfaces. The MZP allows to individually control ampli-
tude, phase, and polarization by the same material platform of
metasurfaces, whereas conventional thin film-based FZPs require
different materials to control each property. Dielectric meta-
surfaces can generate arbitrary polarization states, and we
experimentally demonstrate the polarization MZP to focus light
by the pure polarization control. At λ= 635 nm, a-Si:H nanorods
strongly confine magnetic dipole resonances with ~π-phase dif-
ference, and thereby achieve high cross-polarization and zero co-
polarization transmittance. The fabricated MZP shows ~1.5 times
higher focusing efficiency as well as ~2.3 times higher image
contrast than the typical FZP based on the Cr thin film. Since
metasurface-based rings provide high DOF for the functional
multiplicity, the MZP is favorable to realize ultrathin multi-
functional light-focusing devices replacing conventional thin
film-based FZPs.

Fig. 5 Images of the Fresnel zone plate (FZP) and metasurface zone plate (MZP). a Optical micrograph of the FZP. A 100-nm-thick chromium (Cr)
thin film is used as opaque rings. Scale bar: 100 μm. b Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the FZP. Scale bar: 2 μm. c Optical micrograph of
the MZP that consists of silicon metasurfaces. Scale bar: 100 μm. d SEM of the MZP. Scale bar: 2 μm. e Magnified SEM of the MZP. Scale bar:
500 nm. f–o Transmission images at f–j z= 0mm and k–o z= 2 mm using a monochromatic laser of λ= 635 nm. z represents a distance from the
zone plate along the optical axis. Co-polarization and cross-polarization imaging can be switched according to the rotation angle of the analyzer. In
co-polarization imaging at z= 0mm, dark areas of the FZP result from zero transmission by Cr rings, but dark areas of the MZP result from
polarization conversion by metasurfaces. In cross-polarization imaging, no light can pass through the analyzer in the FZP, whereas cross-polarized
light from the MZP can pass through the analyzer, so contrast-reversed images appear. The co-polarization focusing efficiency is 10% for both the
FZP and MZP, and the MZP has additional cross-polarization focusing efficiency of 4.6%. Therefore, the MZP has ~1.5 times higher focusing efficiency
than the FZP.
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Methods
Fabrication of FZP. Electron beam resist (EL8, Micro Chem) was spin coated by
5000 rpm. for 60 s on a fused silica substrate, and then the sample was baked at 150 °C
for 300 s. Another resist (495 PMMA A2, Micro Chem) was spin coated by 2000 rpm.
for 60 s on the sample, and then the sample was baked at 180 °C for 300 s. Conductive
polymer (Espacer 300Z, Showa Denko) was spin coated by 2000 rpm. for 60 s on the
sample to prevent charge accumulation. Electron beam lithography (ELS-7800,
Elionix) was used to expose electron beam on the sample, and then it was immersed
into a developing solution (MIBK:IPA= 1:3, Micro Chem) for 12min at 0 °C.
Electron beam evaporation (KVE-E4000, Korea Vacuum Tech) was used to deposit
a 100-nm-thick Cr thin film on the developed sample. After deposition, the sample
was immersed into acetone for 60 s with sonication for lift-off.

Fabrication of MZP. A 330-nm-thick a-Si:H thin film was deposited on a fused silica
substrate using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition49 (HiDep-SC, BMR).
The electron beam resist (495 PMMA A2, Micro Chem) was spin coated on the
sample, and then it was baked at 180 °C for 300 s. Conductive polymer (Espacer 300Z,
Showa Denko) was spin coated by 2000 rpm. for 60 s on the sample to prevent charge
accumulation. Electron beam lithography (ELS-7800, Elionix) was used to expose
electron beam on the sample, and then it was immersed into a develop solution
(MIBK:IPA= 1:3, Micro Chem) for 12min at 0 °C. Electron beam evaporation (KVE-
E4000, Korea Vacuum Tech) was used to deposit a 30-nm-thick Cr thin film on the
developed sample. After deposition, the sample was immersed into acetone for 60 s
with appropriate sonication for lift-off, and then the a-Si:H thin film was etched along
the Cr mask using inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching. Finally, the sample
was immersed into Cr etchant for 2min to remove the Cr mask residue.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
author upon reasonable request.
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